
Sales Terms

1. Application of conditions
The following conditions apply to all quotations, orders, deliveries, etc., unless otherwise
agreed in writing or follows from the order confirmation. Conditions specified in the buyer's
order, acceptance letters or alike is not binding unless seller in writing has accepted them.

2. Annulment
Cancellation of orders can only be effected with the written consent from seller and upon
payment of cancellation costs.

3. Prices
Prices are today’s prices excl. VAT for the actual stock items. Delivery and invoicing of
goods that are not in stock, is done at the actual quoted prices, subject to new or
increased duty rate changes and special taxes, transportation, insurance, port charges or
other similar taxes as well as increase of current labour costs, material costs and the like.

4. Product Information
Information contained in product information and price lists are binding only to the extent
that the Agreement explicitly refers to them.

5. Drawings and other technical documents
All drawings and other technical documents for equipment, products or the construction of
these, before or after the agreement is informed from one party to another, belongs to the
party which has supplied them. Received drawings and other technical documents or
technical information cannot without the consent of the other Party be used for other than
what was the purpose of the transfer. Without the consent of the other party, it must not be
copied, reproduced, transmitted or otherwise brought to the knowledge of third parties.
The seller, by the delivery of the said product, free of charge provide the buyer with one or
more agreed number of copies of drawings and other technical documents that are
sufficiently complete to enable the buyer to perform installation, commissioning, operation
and maintenance (including running repairs) of all equipment parts. The seller has no
obligation to provide drawings and documents as basis for the manufacturing of equipment
or spare parts.

6. Samples
If delivery of samples is agreed, the samples shall be produced where the products
normally are manufactured, unless another place is agreed upon. If technical requirements
for the test are not specified in the agreement, this is done in accordance with customary
industry practice in the country of manufacture. If the test proves that the product is not
according to the contract, the seller, as quickly as possible must ensure that the sample is
brought into conformity with the Agreement. On buyer's request samples are tested again.
If the non-conformity was negligible, the new test is not required. Unless another
distribution of costs are agreed upon, the buyer bears all costs involved in delivery of
samples.



7. Delivery
If delivery terms are agreed upon these are interpreted in accordance with the applicable
Incoterms. If no delivery terms are agreed upon, delivery terms are default Incoterms “Ex
Works ". If the parties instead of a specific delivery date has specified a period within
which delivery must take place, such period starts running from the agreement date.
Delivery time is given to the best estimates. Delivery of up to four weeks after the order
confirmation indicated delivery shall in all respects be regarded as timely delivery.

8. Delay
Seller shall inform the buyer about any arisen delivery problems that lead to that timely
delivery cannot happen, if possible with information about when delivery can be expected.
If delivery problems persist beyond two months from the indicated timely delivery, the
buyer is entitled to cancel the purchase upon issuing a formal note in writing stating a new
reasonable delivery time, and provided the seller cannot deliver according to this.

Any claim for compensation in respect of delay, is irrelevant to the seller unless the buyer
proves that the seller has acted with gross negligence. Seller is in all cases without liability
for any indirect damage. Seller is not liable for delayed delivery from the seller's usual
supplier for any reason. If the buyer cannot accept delivery on the agreed date, or if delay
on his part seems likely, he shall without undue delay, give the seller written notice, stating
reason for delay and, wherever possible, the time when receipt is expected to take place.
Should the buyer not accept delivery on the agreed day, he is nevertheless obliged to pay
for the delivery as if delivery of the equipment had occurred. The seller must ensure that
the equipment is stored for the buyer's risk and expense. On buyer's request, the seller
must insure the equipment to the buyer expense. The seller may in writing invite the buyer
to accept delivery within a reasonable time. If the buyer fails to receive the goods within
such a period - for reasons which the seller does not bear the responsibility - the seller is
entitled at written notice to the buyer to cancel the agreement for the part of the equipment
which is ready for delivery that because of the buyer’s omission cannot be delivered. The
seller is then entitled to compensation for damage caused by buyer's breach of the
agreement. Compensation can not exceed the portion of the purchase price that covers
the part of the equipment that is not delivered.

9. Payment
Buyer pays at the agreed time, the seller is from the payment due date entitled to interest
according to the officially prescribed Discount rate increased by 9 percentage points.

10. Liability for defects
Buyer is required to examine the goods upon arrival at destination. Complaints regarding
quantity and type of product defects must be informed immediately and latest 8 days from
receipt of goods. If, within one year from delivery detected quality defects in the delivered
appear, the seller commits itself after its sole choice:
To repair the defective parts returned to the seller free at seller's address,
To replace the defective parts returned to the seller free at seller’s address with a similar
product at the same sales and delivery terms
To offer the buyer a proportional reduction on the price of the product.



Seller's obligation is conditional to the buyer immediately and not later than 14 days after
the failure in question is or should have be found, communicates this in writing to the
seller. Seller has no obligations other than those listed above, unless the buyer proves that
there is gross negligence from the vendor.
Seller has no liability for errors and occurrences that may be the result of incorrect use,
handling, transportation, storage, assembly or otherwise neglect of other than the seller.

Seller is in all cases without any liability for indirect losses.

For parts that are repaired or replaced the seller assumes the same obligations that apply
to the original material for a period of one year. The buyer must give written notice of
defects to the seller without undue delay after the defect has shown, and in no case later
than two weeks after that incidence has occurred. The notice must contain a description of
how the defect manifests itself. If there is reason to believe that the defect could lead to
risk of injury such notice shall be given promptly. If the buyer does not inform in writing the
seller of a failure within the time limits as outlined in this section, he shall forfeit his right to
submit claims in respect of defects. If the buyer has given such notice and it appears that
there is no defect that the seller is responsible for, the seller is entitled to reimbursement
for the work and costs the complaint may have caused him.

Defective parts replaced shall be made to the seller's disposition and becomes his
property.  Seller is only liable for defects that arise according to the in the contract
expected working conditions and under proper use of equipment.

The responsibility does not cover defects caused by circumstances arising after the risk
has gone over to the purchaser. Seller’s responsibilities are for example not in effect if the
defect is due to poor maintenance, incorrect installation made by the purchaser, changes
made without seller's written consent or repairs, the buyer has done in erroneous way.
Finally, liability is not in effect for defects caused by normal wear and deterioration.

The seller is not liable for any loss, defects might cause, including loss of profits and other
consequential economic loss. This limitation in Seller's liability shall not apply if he is guilty
of gross negligence.
Regarding liability for damage caused by the goods (product liability), Seller is only
responsible for product damage if it is proved that the damage is caused by errors or
negligence of seller or seller's employees.

The seller is not liable for damage caused by the goods:
a) on real estate or personal property occurring while the goods are in the buyer's
possession,
b) on the products manufactured by the buyer or in products incorporating such products,
or for damage to property or movables, that these products as a result of the said
equipment causes.

In no case is the seller responsible for loss of profits or other economic consequences.
Those limitations on seller’s liability do not apply if he was guilty of gross
negligence. Seller is not liable for damage to real estate or personal property unless the
seller has been guilty of gross negligence.



If the seller is subject to liability for third parties, the buyer must indemnify seller in the
same extent that seller's liability is limited under the previous provisions.
If a third party presents claims for product damage against one party, this party must
immediately notify the other party.

11. Responsibility (force majeure)
The following circumstances exclude seller’s liability if they prevent the Agreement to be
fulfilled or makes it unreasonably or onerous to do so:
Industrial disputes and any other incident that the parties do not control, such as fire, war,
mobilization or military drafting of comparable scope, requisition, confiscation, currency
restrictions, insurgency and insurgence, lack of transport, general scarcity, restrictions of
power and defects or delays in deliveries by subcontractors due to any of those
circumstances mentioned in this section.

Circumstances, as described, only excludes sellers liability if their effect on the
performance could not foreseen by the agreement.

12. Disputes.
Disputes in connection with the Agreement and everything that are associated therewith,
may not subject to judicial review, but must be settled by arbitration in accordance with the
law on arbitration, which is in the seller's country.
The Maritime and Commercial Court in Copenhagen is agreed as the venue for any
dispute between buyer and seller in connection to the in the order confirmation stated
delivery.
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